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I am Salma, the girl who always smile and never sow her tears in her eyes. I was name 

after my grandma, but like to be calling Sonia. I want to became a doctor but scare of 

blood so not a nice goal, like to talk and believe I will became a writer one day or 

journalist, also like to exaggerated things or create a story of people and trust no one. I 

chose to reflect my identity through disability, gender and elegant also religion because 

those are things that I see important to me and maybe other. In my art piece, it shows this 

reprints my identity. This connects to my persona life because I always get separate from 

people I love the much and I really can’t stay without them. It also connects to bigger 

issues, like disability people with braid problem social always call them stupid, crazy and 

laugh at them, also people live them because of the way there are, and sometime they get 

separate from people they love so much because of family problem or braid. I think 

people are treated this way because the normed people don’t think how they making them 

feel or running away from them make them think of they self and sometime they think 

there are cause they are been call them badly. I chose to represent this part of my identity 

in this way because I remember myself when I was young and people use to call my 

mother crazy even her family use to think she one but she was not just need space for 

herself and after she move to other different place from her family and she got marry to 

other man but they still think she is crazy and come to her telling her she have mental 

problem, they call her all this names cause they don’t feel her pain of being a single lady. 
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In my art piece, it shows evidence this represents my life and who I am; this connects to 

my personal life because my mother have face the same problem and my best friend. This 

connects to bigger issues, like social if you don’t dress well and have a boy or men in 

your in your life the social call you alone person or ugly, I think people are treated this 

way because they don’t have money to but make up also because they don’t care about 

been beauty, I believe we don’t need to elegance every time about been nice or for boys 

to want us. In my art piece, it show evidence this represents my identity. This connects to 

my personal life because I want became a transphobia but when I grow up I change my 

mind and my identity and my identity I use to act like a boy and my friend every time 

they have to talk about they boyfriend they always come to me and ask for help cause 

they think the way my mind think is simulate to boy. They use to call me half boy and 

half girl. Also I change my mind cause my of been transphobia but my religion they will 

not want talk to you. They will either your parents will accept you will not accept you, 

they will kick you out from they house. I choose to represent this part of my identity in 

this way because my religion make me change my mind and who iam. in my conclusion, 

this art piece represents me because all of them is iportantant to me  consider all our axes 

of identity when definig who we are because it show who we real are, and we can found 

our self in all of it. 


